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Hello Everyone,

Well, what a first term it has been as the new team leader!  
I want to start this newsletter by saying a huge thank you to the team for all their
hard work this term. Also, the team and I would like to say a massive thank you to
all our volunteers and supporters too, as we are incredibly grateful for what you
do whether it’s praying for us, giving of time to help at events or giving financially.

It is amazing to look back and see all the things we have done so far this term, and
to look ahead at all the things that are planned. I hope that, as you read the rest of
this newsletter, you will feel more connected to our team and what we are doing.

Once again, in the life of SUMT, there have been some changes but we continue to
work for God’s Kingdom here on earth and deliver the main aim as a charity to
bring "Faith Within Reach" of every child and young person on the Isle of Man,
supporting their holistic development, while continually encouraging them to
come to their own conclusions.

In September we got a new school’s worker. Many of you will already know Panda
Dooley, she is fitting into the team very well and you can find out a little bit more
about her on the next page.

We are also saying a sad goodbye to Kelly as one of our schools’ workers, who, at
this point in time, needs to spend more time with her family. However, we are not
losing her completely as she is going to be volunteering for a lot of our events
which we are incredibly pleased about.

There are also changes in the Trustees and Executives. We are saying goodbye to
Robert Quayle as our Chair of Trustees. He has been on the board of Directors
since the beginning of SUMT and we are incredibly grateful for his service to the
charity in so many ways. Geoff Elliott is also standing down as a Trustee, but is
staying as an Executive. Again, we thank Geoff for his service as a Trustee.

Of course, that leaves two spaces to fill! These are to be filled by Keith Allen and
Samuel Rotchell (a previous employee of SUMT). Both of them are very well
qualified to take on this role and I look forward to working with them.

Stepping into the shoes as Chair of the Trustees is Bob Jeavons. Bob has been on
the ‘team’ since the beginning and is very well qualified to take on the role. As Bob
is taking over the role as Chair of Trustees he will no longer be on the Executive.
Our new Chair of the Executive is Kristina Reeves. She has a wealth of knowledge
in education having been an English Teacher both on the Island and in the UK and I
look forward to working with her to develop the work we do.

May God Bless you all this Christmas and next year in 2023.

Sue Yardy



Meet Panda



What do we do?

To find out more about these ministries visit:
www.sumt.im/what-do-we-do

We are involved in a huge variety of different things that
help to bring faith within reach of every child and young

person on the Isle of Man. These include lessons, curriculum
days, assemblies, Christian Union groups and much more!  
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This term...



I found it a really good trip. The adults that you had there were really engaging. It was
very interactive. The highlight for our kids was definitely the different people who you
had acting out a different person from the Bible. The questions they were asking were
really on point and they weren't just asking anything. They really engaged and the fact
that they did shows how good the stars set up of that activity was. The whole day gets
them thinking about the bigger themes in life and helps with their thinking skills. It 
doesn't just cover parts of the RE curriculum but gives them the skills that they need to
start not just saying a statement but explaining themselves and using language properly. 

How did you find Stars last week?

Would you take students to Stars again? 

Yes! Definitely! This was my second Stars trip and I would do it
again next year. As soon as I knew I was having this age group I
asked Sue 'When's the Stars trip?' because I know it's a trip that
they will enjoy and it's straightforward for the class teacher
because it's all set up for us. We just take them there and let
you get on with the day. 

How do your class find SUMT assemblies? 

They love them. They love the acting out, the funniness of it and
how Sue gets properly into the role. When I tell them that SUMT are
coming in for assembly they get really excited for it and when we
come back to class they'll always talk about something from it. And
it means that when we go on the Stars trip there are familiar faces
there which puts them at ease in a new environment.  

A teacher's perspective
Jane Wood is the Year 2 & 3 teacher at Manor Park Primary School. She brought her class to
the Stars curriculum day in Douglas. Following the day, Hannah had a chance to chat to her
about the day and the work SUMT do in school more generally. This is what she had to say: 

After speaking to Jane, I spoke to
some of the students in her class to see if they 
wanted to say anything about the day. For some
their favourite part was the craft. Others, as Jane mentioned, really enjoyed the stories from
Joseph, Mary & Abraham. Most of them just wanted to remind me that I had been dressed as
a pirate! They all had fond memories of the day and wished they could go again. 



Dates for your diaries:
31st January - Stars, Peel 

7th February - Stars, Ramsey

24th-25th February - Year 7-13 residential
 

21st-28th June - LifePath 

Photos from wide games on the beach at the November residential 
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